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The GoPro HERO 7 Silver camera is a camera model for versatile, both extreme and everyday applications. Very good
image quality and stabilization make important memories take on a whole new quality. GoPro HERO 7 Silver has all the
best features of the most powerful HERO 6 so far: a durable and waterproof case up to 10 meters, an easy-to-use high
resolution LCD screen, voice command support and more. GoPro HERO 7 Silver can record in 4K resolutions at 30
frames / sec., FullHD 1080p in 60 frames / sec. JPEG photos with a resolution of 10MP will reflect the surrounding
reality even more fully. The superbly equipped camera copes very well with video recording in varying lighting
conditions, providing the ability to release footage twice with FullHD. Other advantages of the GoPro Hero 7 Silver
camera - digital stabilization will effectively eliminate most of the camera shake. Thanks to such a tool we will get a
much better and more attractive image for assembly, without any additional stabilization effort in the editing program. voice control thanks to which the GoPro HERO 7 Silver camera listens to commands, allowing for quick hands-free
operation. With a few simple commands, eg "GoPro, take a photo '," GoPro, start video ", you can change the mode,
start recording or deselect a fragment of the recording. - WDR mode, thanks to which photos will be more expressive.
This mode also improves the contrast in the picture, even in automatic mode, which results in even better material. digital zoom to zoom in before recording. Just move the slider to get the desired zoom. - portrait mode to record
vertically in a format known from smartphones. This will allow you to share videos and photos on social media quickly
and efficiently. - a new interface, transparent and intuitive, operated by a smartphone. With it, you can apply the best
settings to the recording conditions very quickly. HERO 7 Silver also has a transparent menu to view the frame when
changing modes, resolutions, recording speeds thanks to the high resolution 2 "LCD display. - sharing quickstories, i.e.
automatic
transfer of recorded videos and photos taken via WiFi to the Quik application, where 20
you
can automatically
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assemble it into effective material with music and effects. This is a nod to new owners of GoPro cameras. - data in the
cloud, thanks to which you can free up space on the memory card, especially during trips. The GoPro Plus subscription
gives you storage space to which the camera can automatically rip material. - better audio quality obtained thanks to
improved sound quality, which is now recorded much clearer and cleaner than previous GoPro cameras. The camera
has 3 microphones with noise reduction and stereo recording. - fast charging applied in the GoPro HERO 7 Silver
camera allows you to charge the camera in no time. The camera has a built-in battery with a capacity of 1220mAh, with
a charging time of 45-50 minutes. Elements of the set In the set you will find: - HERO 7 Silver camera - mounting
frame - mounting clip - mounting screw - adhesive element for flat surfaces - adhesive element for curved (profiled)
surfaces - USB-C cable Gopro brand products purchased in our store have a 24-month warranty implemented in
Poland by the official GoPro distributor, FreeWay OMT sp. Z oo
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